Reflection waveform inversion (RWI) and its alternative -joint full waveform inversion (JFWI), are powerful tools for improving initial velocity model building beyond the diving-wave penetration depth. Such approaches rely on the scale separation between the smooth background model controlling the kinematics and the model perturbation characterizing the rapid local variations. The key difficulty in RWI and JFWI is the intensive computational cost introduced by alternating between the background velocity update and the model perturbation reconstruction. To update the background model at each step, a number of iterations are generally required to accurately reconstruct the model perturbation such that the alternating workflow becomes prohibitively expensive. To get rid of this computational intensity, we combine RWI or JFWI with efficient impedance waveform inversion which introduces the approximate inverse preconditioner. This approximate inverse approach contains only wave-equation-based operators and is formulated in the time domain.
Introduction
Reflection waveform inversion (RWI) is a promising technique to build the velocity macromodel using reflection data (Xu et al., 2012; Brossier et al., 2015) . It is inspired by the migration-based traveltime tomography (MBTT) approach (Chavent et al., 1994) . RWI relies on the scale separation between the smooth background model controlling the kinematic and the perturbation model characterizing the rapid local variations. It either assumes an explicit split between low and high frequency content of the velocity model Xu et al. (2012) or introduces the velocity-impedance parameterization to naturally facilitate the separation Zhou et al. (2015) . It leads to a workflow in which one repeatedly alternates two steps: the velocity macromodel is reconstructed assuming a known perturbation model and the perturbation model is updated using the previously retrieved velocity as the background model. Zhou et al. (2015) propose to extend RWI to joint full waveform inversion (JFWI) by considering both diving and reflected waves simultaneously. To retrieve the perturbation model, RWI and JFWI introduce the least-squares migration or similar techniques which generally require a number of iterations to converge such that the two-step workflow can become prohibitively expensive. It is one of the major bottlenecks preventing an efficient RWI or JFWI implementation, especially for the extension to 3D.
There are a few preconditioners designed to boost the convergence of least-squares data-fitting optimization problems. Among others, Métivier et al. (2015) combine the asymptotic operators proposed by Beylkin (1985) and full waveform inversion (FWI) for better conditioning the inverse problem. More recently, for more efficient FWI (Qin et al., 2015) or more robust velocity analysis (Li and Chauris, 2018) , such operator is modified into a common-shot inverse formulation that contains only wave-equationbased operators in the frequency domain. This approximate inverse operator compensates for geometrical spreading and illumination in a pure wave-equation-based manner. In this paper, according to velocity-impedance parameterization, we first extend this operator to the time domain to allow calculating the model update on-the-fly, saying that no wavefield is required to be stored in the memory. Then, we couple the approach to impedance waveform inversion (IpWI) for preconditioning the perturbation model reconstruction in the two-step RWI or JFWI procedure. Finally, we apply the modified two-step strategy to Marmousi model and present the reconstructed velocity macromodel.
Theory -preconditioner for IpWI
The acoustic wave equation controlling the seismic wave propagation in an isotropic medium reads
where s is shot position, ω the angular frequency, Ω the source wavelet, and u the wavefield. V p and I p denote the pressure velocity and impedance, respectively. Density ρ is linked to V p and I p through I p = V p ρ. The perturbations can be expressed as
We consider the first-order Born approximation to linearize the wave equation:
Under the asymptotic assumption, the Green's function and its gradient read in the frequency domain:
where A sx denotes the amplitudes related, K(ω) equals to 1/ √ iω in 2D and to 1 in 3D, and τ sx is the traveltime between s and x. By substituting equation (3), we rearrange equation (2), reading
where θ denotes the half scattering angle at imaging point x. Note that this formulation is another illustration of the idea of Zhou et al. (2015) that velocity and impedance are naturally separated parameters in terms of diffraction patterns. For short offsets where θ is small, saying cos θ ≈ 1 and sin θ ≈ 0, we define a shot-dependent parameter ξ (x, s) = 2δ I/(V 0 I 2 0 ) and introduce the asymptotic expression of Green's function to rewrite equation (4), resulting in
such that the asymptotic inverse proposed by Beylkin (1985) can be applied, yielding
where β r and V r are the oriented angle and velocity at the receiver position, respectively. Li and Chauris (2018) rewrite this formulation with only wave-equation-based operators in the frequency domain and we extend it to the time domain, reading,
where * denotes the adjoint operator and the zero lag cross correlation. Incident and adjoint wavefields are defined as
It is important to notice that the amplitude term in the asymptotic expression of Green's function is frequency-independent which allows us to transfer the frequency-domain formulation (7) to the timedomain expression (9). Equations (7) to (10) are presented only in 3D case for simplicity. To apply the above theory to IpWI, two points are essential: (1) the velocity model is fixed such that the perturbation of velocity model δV = 0; (2) the IpWI approach only uses reflection data at short-offsets where θ is considered to be small.
Theory -macro velocity update
With the impedance reconstructed by preconditioned IpWI, we minimize the following objective function to update the velocity macromodel
where d obs , d cal denote the observed and calculated data, respectively. W r and W d are weighting functions to roughly select reflected and diving waves, respectively. The gradient of the objective function with respect to the macro velocity V p reads
where λ d 0 and λ r 0 denote the background adjoint wavefield generated by the diving and reflected wave residuals, respectively. δ λ d and δ λ r are the scattered adjoint wavefields associated with the diving and reflected wave residuals, respectively. Note that one can simply remove the terms (11) and (12) to derive the RWI theory. See Zhou et al. (2015) for more details about the RWI and JFWI theories.
Results -IpWI
We first compare the conventional depth preconditioner with the approximate inverse preconditioner proposed here for the Marmousi model. By depth preconditioner, we mean multiplying the IpWI gradient by the depth value. On the other hand, we use equation (9) to calculate the preconditioned gradient in the approximate inverse preconditioner case. We trigger 64 shots located at the surface from 0.1 to 10.18 km. The shot interval is 0.16 km. For each shot, receivers are deployed on the right side of the shot with offsets ranging from 0 to 3.0 km. The source function is a Ricker wavelet of which the maximal frequency is 10 Hz. We also filtered out the contents below 2 Hz in the source wavelet. We apply a Gaussian smoothing filter to the true V p and I p models to generate the initial models (Figures 1a and  1b) . The characteristic length of Gaussian filter equals to twice the minimal wavelength of the observed data. We apply a time-dependent filter to the data-fitting objective function to remove direct arrivals and to select reflected waves of which the offsets are less than 1.0 km. We apply the non-linear conjugate gradient method for inversion. The approximate inverse preconditioner helps IpWI converge much faster than in the depth preconditioner case (Figure 1c) . Compared to the exact I p model (Figure 1d) , the retrieved I p model after 10 depth preconditioned iterations (Figure 1e ) are poorly reconstructed in the deep part. On the other hand, it is remarkable that the approach proposed here can provide more details about reflectors below 2.5 km after only one single iteration. 
Results -RWI and JFWI
We use the same source wavelet, initial models and streamer acquisition system as in the previous section. We select reflected data at offsets less than 1.0 km for IpWI and full-offset data for subsequent macro velocity updates. Compared to the exact V p model (Figure 2 ), RWI and JFWI both retrieves the background components of the V p model (Figures 2b and 2c ) after a few cycles, starting from the initial model generated by applying a strong smoothing filter to the true model. By cycle, we mean a combination of 3 iterations of IpWI and 20 iterations of RWI or JFWI. The JFWI result better constrains the shallower part than in the RWI case because the diving waves are considered. Starting from the V p model in Figure 1a , standard FWI recovers a V p model in which the deep layers are not located at correct depths (Figure 2d ). On the other hand, considering the RWI or JFWI results as the initial model, the V p models reconstructed by FWI (Figure 2e and 2f) do not suffer from the same problem. The model profile (Figure 2g ) illustrates that the layers between 2.5 and 2.8 km are not properly positioned in the FWI case. The RWI followed by FWI strategy positions the layers at correct depths but the values of velocity require more iterations to recover. Nevertheless, the JFWI followed by FWI strategy has better-reconstructed both the values and positions of these layers than in the previous cases.
Conclusions and Perspectives
We have proposed to couple the approximate inverse preconditioner to impedance waveform inversion for an efficient RWI or JFWI workflow. The time-domain approximate inverse preconditioner boosts the convergence speed of the IpWI procedure. The preconditioner is implemented in a pure wave-equation-based manner and introduces no additional memory requirements. In addition, the reconstructed impedance using the approximate inverse preconditioner consists of sharper layer contrasts than in the conventional case. Consequently, the efficiency of RWI and JFWI has been significantly improved. In the Marmousi model case, under the streamer acquisition with a limited offset range, RWI or JFWI has built a good starting model for subsequent FWI, in the sense that the final velocity model recovered by FWI is closer to the true model than in the conventional case. We have observed that the macro velocity update step requires 20 iterations to converge at the beginning, but the required number of iterations decreases cycle by cycle and only 3 iterations are sufficient in the final stage. It means that a stopping criteria can be introduced to further reduce the computational cost in the future. The subsequent work consists of the extension to 3D and of the application to real streamer data.
